
Date Manufacturer Door Type/Ref Hardware Glazed Side Time to failure (minutes) Location of failure Comment from Manufacturer

15/10/2018 E&SW Knowles DS20WAGCF5XXXXXX                        Finished Door Door handle  Yes Opening into furnace Test stopped after meeting 36 N/A "E&S W Knowles supply doorsets typically used in commercial buildings where glazing is required to comply with 
Opening into furnace Test stopped after meeting 36 N/A
Opening away from furnace Test stopped after meeting 36 N/A

Opening into furnace 46 Centre of door leaf

Opening away from furnace 41 Top right corner
Opening into furnace Test stopped after meeting 36 N/A
Opening away from furnace Test stopped after meeting 36 N/A

29/10/2018 E&SW Knowles DS20WAGCF5XXXXXX                        Finished Door Door handle  Yes Opening away from furnace Test stopped after meeting 36 N/A "E&S W Knowles supply doorsets typically used in commercial buildings where glazing is required to comply with 

Opening into furnace 54 Top left corner

Opening away from furnace 48 Bottom left corner

Opening into furnace 41 Top left corner
Opening away from furnace 43 (no failure) N/A

Opening into furnace 34 Bottom left corner

Opening away from furnace 49 Top centre frame

Opening into furnace 35 Top left corner

Opening away from furnace 51 Door handle 

Opening into furnace 42 Top left corner
Opening away from furnace 56 Door handle 
Opening into furnace 50 Top hinge 
Opening away from furnace 49 Head
Opening into furnace 45 Door handle 
Opening away from furnace 46 Door handle 

Opening into furnace 53 Top left corner 

Opening away from furnace 54 (no failure) N/A

Opening into furnace 35 Bottom centre frame

Opening away from furnace 41 Bottom centre frame

No

No 

Door handle  
Door closer 

N/A

"MHCLG requested that we provide five locations of installed doorsets and they chose one of these locations.  
Based on this we had to replicate the exact doorsets to be tested.  These were flat entrance doorsets from within 

Enfield Specialist Doors

Deanta 

Premdor 

Ventro

Arnold Laver

Acorn Doorsets 

"We are pleased to have been involved the MHCLG fire door investigation and satisfied that our doors conformed 
well above the testing regime standards. This is in line with our product range of 30 minute and 60 minute glazed 
secure by deign fire doors."
"Very pleased with the work carried out by MHCLG on our fire door testing, it shows that working under BM trada 
3rd party manufacturing scheme works well, and that clients can have confidence in our fire door."

Yes29/10/2018

30/10/2018 Vicaima

JELD-WEN 

Door & Joinery Solutions

SFD Group 

Door handle

Averta doorset :
Averta duo-touch FD30 door frame with Averta 
laminate FD30 glazed door

Arnold Laver Internal FD30 Fire Door Set.

Letterbox   Door 
handle  Door 
closer

25/10/2018 West-Port

Gerda Safer Homes Doorset. Style: Prosper 
(flush)

Door knocker 
Spyhole          

Door handle   
Door closer

18/10/2018 Gerda 

Thornthwaite Open In Fire Door, FD30s

FD30s Single Door Set.                           Door Code 
SFD/FD30/1450X200 VP

No

No 

No 

N/A

No 

Yes
Door handle  
Door closer

Door handle 
Door closer

Internal paint grade fd30 fire door using Strebord 
44 core

ESD-FD30- Pas24
Door handle  
Door closer

Door handle 
Door closer

Premdor standard residential 30-minute fire 
doorset

Seville 44mm FD30 N/A

N/A

"Enfield Doors were pleased to have been approached and the factory visit by MHCLG personnel was a welcome 
one.
We confidently supplied doorsets typically used in front entrance applications that require both fire, smoke and 
security performance (despite this having some large metal components that can prove a challenge when fire 
testing), because of the 3 point locking system.
We are Third-Party Certified under IFCC doorset manufacturers’  scheme and based our manufactured 
specification using evidence of a previously tested doorset incorporating Strebord door core, STS seals and ERA 
hardware.
It was positive to witness the test overrun and that the specimen opening away from the furnace performed 
beyond that of its opening inward counterpart, as it confirmed to us the long established rationale from 

"Really pleased to help MHCLG with their testing. 
Overjoyed to see the first of our FD30 doorset fail at 53 minutes and the other still intact when the test was 
stopped at 54 minutes."

N/A

No 

Keyhole         
Door handle     
Door closer 

Door handle 

Portaro SBD FD30s N1000 Oak Frame Code 
610609                                                    Door Code 610 
611

FD30 Paint Grade Door (CF192) N/A

"As a specialist fire doorset manufacturer, with a long standing commitment to rigorous fire testing and third party 
accreditation, we welcomed this investigation and  believe the MHCLG test vindicates Vicaima’s exemplary 
performance standards for entrance fire doorsets." 

"Door & Joinery Solutions are happy to have taken part in the MHCLG investigation. The over-performance is 
indicative of what we would expect to see from a well-constructed, timber doorset when using the Strebord door 
core from Falcon Panel Products and compatible assessed components and materials. Door & Joinery Solutions are 
certificated under the Certifire scheme. We are committed to third-party certification and understand the 
importance of manufacturing a high-quality, functional product designed to save lives in the unlikely event that it 
should be required to do so."

No 

No 

No 
Door handle 
Door closer
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03/12/2018
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